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The Outer Circle Line – Ashburton Station – “Ashy Dasher” C 286 4-4-0 WT circa 1900
The display of this historical cover photograph was inspired by a presentation from Mr Ron
Killeen at the MMRS knowledge sharing session in March. Mark Johnson has prepared an
introduction to Ron and his project culminating in a DVD on the history of The Outer Circle –
Melbourne’s Forgotten Railway. For the history buffs, more on the C class is also included.
Image by Courtesy of ARHS Victorian Division Archive / PROV VR Collection Image
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Calendars for June 2015 to August 2015

Member, Ian Cole, is seeking support for a fabulous new community project which many of
you already know about, Planned for Bass is a giant, interactive, all working (timetable
prepared) model railway to be housed inside a Hitachi carriage. Please visit the website and
check out what it’s all about and how you can help. www.gippslandmodeltrains.weebly.com
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President’s Report

The biggest event in the immediate future is the celebration of the club’s 50th
anniversary.
From beginnings on the third floor of a building in Lonsdale Street, to five more
moves and finally to our present site, we have seen many members pass through the
club.
I would like to invite all past and present members to come to our get together in July
to catch up with old friends. Please see the notice elsewhere in this Callboard.
Apart from this, Geoff Crow and Peter Riggall are working on a very interesting
project – more of this later!
Happy modelling,
Warwick Brisbane
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WHAT’S HAPPENING
FROM THE SECRETARY
Mick Stratton
We were saddened to hear of Mick Stratton’s passing on 14th February. Mick joined
the club in 1988, and as he lived in Cranbourne, we did not see him often. When he
did come, he brought his sound equipped American steam locos, and these were a
joy to see. He possessed a wealth of model railway knowledge which he was only
too happy to share. Vale Mick.

MMRS 50th Anniversary
The club celebrates its 50th birthday in July, and we are lucky to have members who
joined on 9th and 16th July 1965 still on the books and active in the club. A lunch is
planned for Saturday 11th July to which current and past members have been invited
– please see the separate notice in this Callboard. We don’t have contact details for
all past members, so if you are in contact with any of them, would you please let
them know that the luncheon is being held, and ask them to contact me to ensure
their booking.

Sandown
We exhibited our exhibition layout at Sandown over the long weekend in March. It
was again favourably received, and we chatted to a number of people about the club
and how we run our trains. Thanks to all who helped transport, set up and dismantle
the display, and man it for the three days of the exhibition.

Visit by Auburn Kindergarten
We hosted a visit by the Station Street kindergarten on 6th May. Seventeen three
and four year olds came along with their carers and parents, and Warwick, Geoff,
Peter R. and I ran trains around the continuous circuit for them. They all enjoyed the
experience, and we might get some new members in about 10 years!

Scenery on the club layout
Ben Smith will be contacting the volunteers who indicated their willingness to carry
out work on the proposed scenery areas on the layout, and work will get under way in
the coming months. It’s not too late to put your hand up!

The Programme
Suggestions for theme nights are always welcome to brighten up our running, and
presenters for knowledge sharing are sought. If you have an interest, please share it
with us!
David Patrick
Secretary
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Melbourne

CLUBROOMS:

Model

Auburn Railway Station
Victoria Street
Hawthorn East

Railway
Society Inc

MMRS will be celebrating the 50th Anniversary of its
founding in July.

All current and past members are invited to a luncheon at:

The Geebung Polo Club
Auburn Road, Hawthorn

On Saturday 11th July 2015
And afterwards at the clubrooms.

Cost of the 2 course meal is $50, plus drinks.

As bookings are essential, please RSVP to the Secretary, David Patrick, by 26th
June 2015.
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FEATURE ARTICLE
The Outer Circle – Melbourne’s Forgotten Railway
A Ron Killeen Documentary - Review By Mark Johnson
In 2014 I backed a new CrowdFunding project on Pozible.com to raise funds for a new Outer
Circle Railway documentary. Having grown up in and around this area made it of interest as
well. This documentary achieved a great amount of support and funded very well. I had
funded one copy of the documentary.
A few months ago the project had completed and DVD and BluRay copies began being
shipped. Originally it was planned to have separate DVD and BluRay options although it
ended up with every copy including both a DVD and a BluRay copy. While many people will
be familiar with a difference in DVD and BluRay quality, this was not the only difference
between the two documentaries. The BluRay also has a few minutes with drone footage of
the southern end of the line from Alamein towards Malvern. Much of the original path is still
very noticeable today. The documentary on either runs for about 48 minutes and covers the
whole period for conception through to current day remnants.
Before receiving my copy I did exchange several messages with Ron as one of the two main
creators (along with Andrew McColm), and in the process ended up discussing a proposal to
having a screening at our clubrooms one evening. Given the theme and type of club we are
it made sense to consider holding such as a session at our clubrooms. As a result we ended
up using a Knowledge Sharing evening in March. Unlike usual knowledge sharing sessions
though, we did not have running as well, and used the whole evening to screen the video
followed by a Q&A session with Ron. Thankfully our office was just large enough to
accommodate everyone. We were very pleased to have a great turnout for this special
event, and we thank Ron for taking his time to be with us that evening. Ron mentioned he
was very pleased with the evening and happy with the attendance we had, and was happy to
have sold a few copies of the documentary to various members.
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The first section of the Outer Circle Line opened to trains between Oakleigh and Camberwell
in 1880. The final section between Riversdale and Fairfield Park was completed in 1891.
But with little demand for the service, sections of the track started to close from 1893. Ron
explained there did not appear to be a need for the railway and the project was an
extraordinary waste of taxpayer’s money. Subsequently, it was revealed that members of
parliament had purchased property along the proposed right of way before voting for the
construction of the railway and then sold the land for a large profit to accommodate the
railway.
The entire line was closed by 1897, although some sections were later reopened with mixed
success. The Camberwell to Alamein section of the Alamein line is the only section of The
Outer Circle Line still operating today.

Norwood was opened on 30 May 1890 and renamed Ashburton on 12 December 1890.
The terminus at Alamein Station is approximately half way between Norwood and Waverley
Road, on the above map, and was opened on 28 June 1948.
Sections of the Outer Circle Railway reserve are now part of the Outer Circle Trail shared
path for cyclists and pedestrians.
For information please visit http://outercircleline.com.au/
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STEAM LOCOMOTIVES OF THE VICTORIAN RAILWAYS: THE FIRST FIFTY YEARS (p96)

The Melbourne and Hobson’s Bay United Company’s 4-4-0 Well Tanks were in suburban service,
firstly on the Government’s South Suburban Lines and then absorbed into the Victorian Railways.
Source: Public Records Office Victoria, VR Collection H1075.

On 1 July 1878, the Government took over the Melbourne and Hobsons Bay United
Railway Company. The company had a series of lines radiating out from Flinders
Street and Princes Bridge stations. These tracks had no physical connection with the
Railways Department lines which originated from Spencer Street. As a result these
lines were called the South Suburban System. The engines on this system had their
own numbering series that started from No 1. This series was retained until the
locomotive superintendent, Mr Mirls, introduced his alphabetical locomotive
classification in 1886.
As part of the takeover of the private company, the Government Railways acquired
and kept a number of well tank type, Stephenson-built 4-4-0 WT locomotives.

Source: The Phoenix Foundry Locomotive Builders of Ballarat
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The six 4-4-0 WT engines built by Robert Stephenson & Company (England) for the
Melbourne and Hobson’s Bay United Railway Company, Nos. 20 to 23, 25 & 26 were
taken over, retaining their numbers on the South Suburban System.
Mirls must have found these locomotives very satisfactory, as he ordered two more
groups of them over a short period of time. One order was given to Phoenix Foundry
(Ballarat) for twelve locomotives that were to be numbered Southern Suburban Nos.
1 to 4, 12, 14, 17, 18, and 35 to 38. These locomotives carried Phoenix Builders
Nos. 98 to 109. The other order of this type was given to a Melbourne builder, who
delivered these locomotives some time before Phoenix completed its order. Robison
Bros. of South Melbourne obtained their first order, for eight locomotives, in 1880.
These carried their Builders Nos. 1 to 8. The South Suburban well-tank engines built
by Phoenix entered service with the railways between November 1882 and October
1883.
Eventually the whole group was absorbed by the Victorian Railways, re-numbered
42, and 262 to 310, even numbers only, and classed C.

Source: The Phoenix Foundry Locomotive Builders of Ballarat

The 4-4-0 WT’s were a typical Stephenson design; simple, rugged and well
proportioned. With 5 feet diameter driving wheels, they were not designed for speed,
but were well suited for suburban passenger service. The first six were built with
tapering stovepipe chimneys, but the locally built members of the class had shapely,
built-up chimneys adorned with a flared copper cap. Later, the Victorian Railways
altered the chimneys of the original six to a similar design.
These engines had a 4 wheel bogie with wheels 3 feet 3 inches in diameter and
wheel-base of 6 feet. The cylinders were outside the frames and mounted mid-way
between the bogie wheels. The slide values were between the frames and were
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operated by Stephenson link motion, with a reversing lever on the right hand side of
the cab.
The bunker was very small and located behind the cab back plate and the water was
carried in the well tanks, one under the cab and one forward of the leading drive
wheel, inter-connected by balancing pipes. Designed as coke burners they had no
ashpan and the damper was a swivelling cover attached to the top of the chimney.
By 1898, twelve engines had new 16 inch diameter cylinders whereas fourteen
engines retained the original 15 inch cylinders.
There were variations in the boiler feed arrangement from crosshead or axle-driven
feed pumps to injectors on different engines, nevertheless the basic Stephenson
design was common to all builders. The boiler was made from three telescoped
sections, the largest being that riveted to the outer steel firebox wrapper plate, and
the dome was riveted to the middle section. The distance between the front tube
plate and the back plate was 14 feet 2 3/8 inches with the length of the barrel 10 feet
0 3/8 inches. Both the outer firebox wrapper plate and the inner copper firebox had
vertical sides which extended 4 feet 9 inches below the boiler centre line. The grate
was horizontal and approximately 3 feet 5 inches wide and 3 feet 8 inches long. One
hundred and forty brass flue tubes of 1 7/8 inches external diameter gave a heating
surface of 686 square feet.

C class 4-4-0 WT Victorian Railways Rolling Stock Diagram Book
Source: The Phoenix Locomotive Builders of Ballarat

All operated on the South Suburban System until supplanted by the more powerful M
and E classes. Apparently their last stronghold was the Brighton line, although the
motor versions operated on the Glen Iris, Outer Circle, Essendon to Broadmeadows
and Buninyong lines until the early 1900’s.
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Numbers 272, 282, 286, 294, 296 and 306 were modified in 1904 by fitting footplates
and handrails to allow use in motor services; and No. 284 was similarly converted at
a later date. Number 266 was fitted up as a washing out engine in 1900, and was at
North Melbourne until 7 February 1906 when No. 310, similarly equipped, took over.
The first to be taken off register was No. 292 on 9 April 1904 and the last, No. 294 on
19 February 1916.

By deduction, the C 286 4-4-0 WT, presented in the cover photograph of this edition of Call Board,
was one of the original six built by Robert Stephenson & Co.
References:
Steam Locomotives of Victoria, Volume 1 – The First Fifty Years (ARHS Victorian Division 2000
CAVE, Norman, BUCKLAND John and BEARDSELL, David) available from ARHS Sales $20.
The Phoenix Foundry Locomotive Builders of Ballarat (ARHS Victorian Division 2013 BUTRIMS,
Robert and MACARTNEY, David) available from ARHS Sales $66.
MMRS acknowledges the assistance given by members of ARHA Victorian Division.
The ARHS Victorian Division has an extensive Archive of Victorian Railways material and
photographs. Access to this is available on a fee for service basis, details of which are available at
www.arhsvic.org.au/index.php/archive
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TECHNICAL ARTICLE
The Introduction of Special Train Notices – By Mark Johnson
While we’ve had Special Train Notices in the past, and have also trialled waybills, I
wanted to try something different, and to achieve additional goals. These two STNs I
created for both Timetables 3 and 4 came about as a result of that. The first was for
Timetable 4 last month before implementing one for Timetable 3.
For the first (Timetable 4) I had a couple of goals;




encourage use of the phone system (we have it, so why not use it?)
utilise Bank Box Loop
create some randomness and throw spanners in the works (we had one ill
passenger holding up a train at Walgate that had arrived from Billegulla), and
“failed” locomotives at Glen Evans and Allandale)!

I also wanted to use unused areas of the layout but did not issue STNs for them until
my Timetable 3 STN. Those areas not normally used but encompassed were




Boorayaga sheep pens (Altham Branch)
Gallstone Quarry (Altham Branch)
Billegulla Tannery (Billegulla)

Additionally, starting with TT4 (I haven’t any for TT3 yet), I wanted to throw in some
randomness. This was implemented by utilising what I referred to as “hidden
incidents”. While the added trains above were on the STN sheet handed out, nobody
had a copy of the hidden incidents I had created. Instead these incident reports were
given to the stationmasters at the station where this incident had occurred, or on its
way to that station. The station master then had a responsibility to take actions as
appropriate. This could mean notifying the next station there will be a delay on a
passenger service, acquiring a new locomotive from Brisbane Yard or elsewhere as
a result of breakdown, or something else. By utilising these random events
depending on the scenario it creates the requirement to be able to change your plan
and quickly implement a strategy to resolve the issue.
One additional aspect I wanted to throw in was not just slotting in these new
incidents. The TT4 STN has 3 new dedicated trains. TT3 has two new dedicated
trains and 3 lots of additional freight movements utilising existing freight services. By
utilising these as unscheduled and simply dictating minimum and maximum
departure and arrival times, these special services must be coordinated by each
station master with the next in order to create a path when available between the
stations. I came about this decision because I didn’t want to just put in additional
scheduled services - it’s planned and all expected, and I wanted to do something
different. The premise I went with was these were late minute moves and not
enough time to fully schedule paths.
In future I would like to see some additional movements incorporating Bank Box Loop
into these special move lists (both STNs had the Flour Train departing BBL), along
with ensuring all roads and yards are used at some point (Gallstone Quarry hasn’t
been used for years until last week, for instance).
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Initially I was a little sceptical about how well this would work (beginning with my TT4
special). I was however pleased that everyone present liked the concept and having
more randomness rather than just running the same timetable yet again, and thank
those who have commented on these additions.
We did encounter a bit of a problem with some of the phone system, where not all
stations will ring from adjacent stations, and some phones do get a bit of static when
communicating with various stations. Hopefully these items can be resolved without
much hassle in the near future by those with the ability to do so.
TT3 worked okay but I found this a bit trickier to implement. Timetable 3 tends to be
very busy and have a lot more passenger movements. Creating a slot in the
timetable for extra services isn’t as convenient as Timetable 4 but of course with both
TT3 and TT4 we do have the option of cancelling or modifying existing timetabled
services. I have been pleased with the feedback from the first two events with these
STNs and look forward to creating more surprises for future sessions!
I haven't applied any hidden incidents on TT3 yet. Given how busy TT3 is I have
found it harder to find times where hidden incidents can be thrown in without causing
problems.
An issue that has arisen is the need to make specific moves at individual stations
more obvious. This may mean a second sheet documenting which changes belong
to your station or branch, at least for those which have important alterations. Colour
coding station moves on the handout may be another option although this would
increase our printing costs. As these are still early days for this concept there is a bit
to learn about fitting these changes in and having the session run without confusion
or creating confusion so I thank everyone for bearing with us while this concept
improves.
Over time I would like to build up a number of options for current timetables and be
able to select three or more changes for any particularly evening we choose to run an
STN. Ideally every STN will be different although certain moves will be recognisable
from previous sessions. This applies to both public and hidden incidents. I’m open
to any other ideas to implement, for both additional services, modified train
movements, and hidden incidents, so I welcome any feedback. The first two STNs
are included on the following three pages.
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SPECIAL TRAIN NOTICE
17 APRIL 2015
Incident 1:
Due to a defective locomotive the mail train (Train “1”) is not available at Glen Evans
Railway Station. In order or to resolve this issue a new train and crew have been
located. Unfortunately this train is near the city of Allandale. A closing crew has
brought the train into Allandale Railway Station ready for the move to Glen Evans.
Simulation:
We assume the replacement crew arrive at Allandale at 12.45am, with the train ready
to depart at or after 1.15am. It must arrive at Glen Evans by 4.30am. The train must
not leave before this time as locomotive inspections have not been approved by the
duty manager. After this time the train may make its way to Glen Evans as approved
by the Station Masters at each station.
• This will be treated as an Express Passenger
• Its train ID is given 999
(Hint: we have a telephone system)
Incident 2:
A special order for a train load of sand has been ordered by a local construction firm.
Between the hours of 4.50 (assume finishes unloading at BBY at 4.40) and 8.00am a
train must be organised to leave Allandale, make its way to the sand mine at
Robinvale, then return to the dock.
• train must spend at least 30 minutes (fast time) loading sand at Robinvale
• train must spend at least 30 minutes (fast time) unloading at the docks
Train code: S1 (down), S2 (up)
Incident 3:
A special Flour Train is running today, to load up with Flour at Glen Evans before
heading to Allandale for export. The train begins at Bank Box Loop and may leave for
Billegulla when a slot is available. The train must spend at least one hour at Glen
Evans allowing the train to be packed. This will load up at the grain siding at Glen
Evans, then heads to Allandale docks when possible.
Train code: S3 (down), S4 (up)
Incident 4:
Block refrigerated cars (ATSF Beer Cars). Begin road 5 at Allandale and make their
way to Glen Evans. On route 2 cars to be sided at St Aubyn, 1 at Walgate, 1 at
Billegulla, remainder at Glen Evans then returning towards end of session. No
scheduled times but may leave Allandale from 2am. May depart when available. Min
unloading time 60 minutes plus shunting. May return to Billegulla for stabling after
train 102 has departed.
Train code: S5 (down), S6 (up).
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HIDDEN INCIDENTS:
There will be at least one hidden incident. This will NOT be scheduled. You will not
know about it until it happens – you will be informed of the incident at that time. There
may be more than one!

Hidden incident 1:
Glen Evans G1A
1.50 In the process of shunting the locomotive stalls. Engineer discovers the engine
is failing to accelerate properly. The locomotive must be dispatched to the loco yard
and replaced with another locomotive.

Hidden incident 2:
C2 Allandale 3.17am
C2 (Coal train departing Allandale). Shortly before the coal train is due to depart
Allandale the train crew discovers a defect in the breaking system. The locomotive
needs to be taken out of service. Crew must organise a replacement locomotive at
Brisbane Yard and the C2 locomotive moved to the maintenance depot.
The fault is discovered just 5 minutes before C2 is to depart so no moves can be
actioned prior to this discovery. Operate and shunt normally until this time. the train
will probably be leaving late.
(Hint: we have a telephone system so you can communicate the problem and
reschedule with Allandale<->St Aubyn<->Robinvale<->Walgate)

Hidden incident 3:
Passenger train 102. Walgate. 6.40am
As train is approaching Walgate a passenger falls ill. Paramedics advise passenger
may not be removed until they arrive. Train must wait at Walgate for 30 minutes to
allow paramedics to arrive. Paramedics arrive 10 minutes after arrival at Walgate. 10
minutes later train is scheduled to depart.
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SPECIAL TRAIN NOTICE
TIMETABLE 3.1B2
SAND TRAIN
A large local nursery is running low on sand and has order several trucks full. To fulfil
this requirement a sand train is required to run from Brisbane Yard (it has just filled
the sand towers) to Robinvale and returning to Allandale, where the sand will be
unloaded at the docks onto trucks for shipping.
Begins at Brisbane Yard.
* Dedicated train.
Up: S1, Down: S2
BOORAYAGA SHEEP PENS
Loaded sheeping cars are awaiting shipment from Boorayaga Yard. Collected as part
of AG1(departs Altham 8.40).
Two cars removed at St Aubyn and the rest at Allandale for export
Returns to Billegulla for Bryansford Yard pens.
* Attaches to a local freight
BILLEGULLA TANNERY
Leather needs to be transferred from St Aubyn to Billegulla via LG9. Must consist of
3 or 4 box cars (4 axle). Minimum 60 minutes loading at St Aubyn plus minimum 60
minutes for unloading.
Attaches to XE4 to Allandale for export.
* Attaches to a local freight
FLOUR TRAIN
Begins at Bank Box Loop Heads to Glen Evans for loading (60 minutes). Makes way
to St Aubyn via Billegulla (picks up Timber cars) to drop off flour (2 cars) before
dropping remaining cars at Allandale.
Cars stable at St Aubyn after unloading
* Dedicated train
UP: S3, Down: S4
GALLSTONE QUARRY
Quarry starts with a rake of cars that need to be transferred to both terminus (any
road at Glen Evans and Robert's Wharf at Allandale). Walgate to split and distribute
on arrival.
Replaces standard AG5 but can use AG3 if time permits.
* Attaches to local freight
CONSTRUCTION WORKS
A housing development outside of Allandale means an increase in timber use.
Timber from Byransford Branch needs to be sent to Allandale for local distribution.
* Attaches to S4
*** NOTES ***
Unless specified or arranged otherwise, movements are not dedicated trains and
moved as part of standard scheduled service trains.
Dedicated trains need to be scheduled by station masters as time and yard
availability permits.
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MELBOURNE MODEL RAILWAY SOCIETY
PROGRAMME JUNE / JULY / AUGUST 2015
Tuesday
June 2015
2

Friday
June 2015

Work night
Committee meeting

5

Timetable 4 running

GC
BS

9

Timetable 4 running

12

Timetable 4 running.
Knowledge sharing – Geoff C
and Peter R - layout module
construction

16

Work night

19

Timetable 3 running
Theme: Australia in the
1940’s

DP

26

Timetable 3 running

MJ

change TT4 to TT3

23

Timetable 3 running

30

Timetable 3 running

July 2015

WB

July 2015
3

Timetable 3 running

WB

7

Work night
Committee meeting

10

Timetable 3 running

GC

14

Timetable 3 running

17

Timetable 3 running
Theme: Overseas trains

BS

Work night

24

Timetable 4 running.
Knowledge sharing –

DP

31

Work night

MJ

21
28

change TT3 to TT4

Timetable 4 running

August 2015

August 2015

4

Work night
Committee meeting

7

Timetable 4 running

WB

11

Timetable 4 running

14

Timetable 4 running
Theme: Bring your own
train

GC

Work night

21

Timetable 3 running.
Knowledge sharing –

BS

28

Timetable 3 running

DP

18
25

change TT4 to TT3

Timetable 3 running
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